Optical code division multiple access (OCDMA) has wide applications in the next optical access network. One of its key techniques is construction of address code. Aiming at the facts that most of constructing algorithm of optical orthogonal code (OOC) are based on inner-product representation of OOC, they can only construct certain parameters OOC, and the cardinality of ( , OOC is small. It can not meet the requirement of optical networks. In this paper, an algorithm of constructing ( , a ,1) F K , ,1)
cross-correlation constraints OOC, and then can realize general constructing algorithm to meet different network requirements.
Hossein Charmchi and Jawad A.Salehi introduce a whole new approach in defining and representing optical orthogonal codes on the basic of matrix algebra [7] . Outer-product representation of OOC can represent auto-correlation value or cross-correlation value in one matrix. So, it is convenient to calculate auto-correlation or cross-correlation value. It is expected to realize general coding of OOC, which is coding arbitrary parameters OOC by one algorithm. Using outer-product representation, in this paper, ( , , ,1) a F K λ OOC constructing method is presented and investigated, simulations are done. The results show that the method not only can construct arbitrary code length, code weight ( , , ,1) a F K λ , but also has the features of good astringency, simplicity and feasibility.
Outer-product matrix representation

Outer-product representation of OOC
Optical orthogonal code is a (0,1) sequence with good auto-correlation and cross-correlation characteristics. ( , , ,1) a F K λ OOC represents (0,1) sequence with code lengths F, code weights K, autocorrelation a λ and cross-correlation c λ .K denotes the number "1" of the sequence, F denotes the sequence's length, a λ shows the auto-correlation side-lobe maximum of each code words, c λ shows the cross-correlation maximum of any two code words.
We consider each codeword x as a vector of length n , the first matrix we considered is obtained by the outer product of a vector with itself, then the related n n × matrix will be [7] :
Where " × "means the outer product of two vectors, and 0,
The second matrix considered is the outer product of two different code vectors, for any two different code vectors
Definition: Assume a matrix ij n n × = a j , in this matrix, the element , where i ij = , are located on the main diagonal, and where i j ≠ , the elements which have equal ( ) modn j i − are defined as" ( ) th diagonal" [7] . mod n j i −
Two necessary principle characteristics (Outer-product approach)
• Auto-correlation:
Because of the value of the auto-correlation function of code vector x for the τ th cyclic shift is equal to the summation of the elements of the τ th diagonal in matrix xx D , so the auto-correlation condition any vector x should meet is: except the main diagonal, the sum of all the elements in each diagonal less or equal to auto-correlation.
• Cross-correlation:
Because of the amount of the cross-correlation function of two code vector x and y for the τ th cyclic shift is equal to the summation of the elements of the τ th diagonal in matrix xy D , so the cross-correlation condition any two vectors x and y should meet is: the sum of all the elements in each diagonal less or equal to cross-correlation.
Compared with inner-product representation, it can be seen that auto-correlation constraint and crosscorrelation constraint can be captured and represented at once for various τ using out-product representation. x ∈ = ; • For the jth code in matrix D, we express its corresponding "1" positions by letter j, in order to make a distinction between the "1"s of different code matrices.
Algorithm of constructing
The specific steps of outer-product constructing algorithm:
Step one: firstly, encoding the first code word, insert one "1"element in the first space of the first row. According to auto-correlation, cross-correlation constraints and the properties of matrix, in certain positions of D we should not insert any "1" elements, we refer to them as forbidden position.
Step two: according to the order, insert "1" in the available position until the first code word is finished. Before encoding the second code word, remove the forbidden position because of autocorrelation. If the first row has not enough space when the expected code word has not finished, we should return to the previous step.
Step three: encoding the second code word, insert "1" in the non-forbidden position because of crosscorrelation. According to auto-correlation , cross-correlation constraints and the properties of matrix, in certain positions of D we should not insert any "1" elements , we refer to them as forbidden position, according to the order, insert "1" in the available position until the second code word is finished. In the same way, before encoding the next codeword, remove the forbidden position because of autocorrelation. If the first row has not enough space when the expected code word has not finished, we should return to the previous step.
Step four: encoding the mth codeword, complete the entire encoding.
Simulation results
The diagram block of the algorithm is shown at Fig.1 . The simulation results are as Table 1 , it can be seen that the number of code words with a λ =2 is twice compared with them with a λ =1 in the case of equal code length and code weight, and the algorithm can construct arbitrary length and weight OOC, no restricts needed. 
Conclusion
In the paper, ( , a , ,1) F K λ constructing algorithm based on out-product matrix is investigated. The algorithm can construct arbitrary code length, code weight and a λ , so it possesses generalization. it is feasible and can find broad application prospects.
